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Osrs digsite quest quick

Items needed: Tea. Talk to the student in a purple skirt (Picture). She'll give you the answer if you find the teddy bear she lost. It can be found by searching the bushes just south of the brown urns, near the blue urns. Take it back to the student for the answer to the question. Talk to the student in the green shirt. He's lost an animal skull,
and he says someone may have picked it up. Pickpocket digsite workers to find it. Take it back to the student for the answer to the question. Talk to the student in the red shirt and he will tell you that he has lost a cup. He says he lost it near the river, then pick up a panning board from a tent near the river (Pictured) and use it with the
panning sites. A guide will stop you and say you don't have permission to pan, but he'll overlook it if you take him with a cup of tea. If you haven't already done so, go to Varrock and steal a cup of tea from the stables southeast of the east bank (Photo). Use a cup of tea with him, and you're allowed to pan. You should get the cup soon, so
take it back to the student, and he will give you the answer. Go back to the examiner and take the exam. The correct answers are below: The study of earth science is the study of the Earth, its content and history. Those qualified to use Digsite are all who have passed the proper earth science exam. The right health and safety points are
gloves and boots to be worn at all times, the right tools must be used. If you answered correctly, she will give you a level a certificate and a trowel, and will let you start the level 2 exam. As with the level 1 exam, all the answers at the beginning are incorrect in the level 2 exam. You have to get the answers from the students. You don't
have to get anything for the students this time. Just talk to them to get the answer. Once you have received the answers, return to the examiner and take the exam. The right answers are: Always handle with caution, turn the stone clean at its column point. Samples taken in a rough form are stored only in sealed containers. The findings
must be handled carefully, and gloves are worn. If you answered correctly, she will give you a level 2 certificate, and will let you start the level 3 exam. As with the other exams, all the options at the start are wrong and you need help from the students. The students in red and the green shirts will give you their answers without anything
(just talk to them). But the girl in the purple skirt wants something, namely an uncut opal. If you didn't bring one, you can pan for one in the river. Return to the examiner and take the exam when you have the information needed. The right answers are: Brush gently and slowly with the help of short strokes. Handle bones carefully and stay
away from other samples. Samples are cleaned and carried only in sample jars. If you answered correctly, she will give you the level three certificate. go back to the curator and show him the certificates. Players who have experienced Old School RuneScape may well be aware of the Kudos system in the game. For those who may not
know about OSRS Kudos, this is a reward system received in the Varrock Museum. You can earn Kudos to help employees, who will hand out rewards to you. Once this is done, you will collect them as opposed to using them. In this article we will discuss: What OSRS Kudos isHow to earn KudosWhat you can use Kudos forHow do you
check your OSRS Kudos Count? Once you have completed the task of earning Kudos in OSRS, you can check how much you have earned. To do this, you can find the number in the upper-left corner of the screen. If you want to check the Kudos count and the tasks that have not been completed, check the northwest corner of the
museum's ground floor. Once you've found the site, just right-click on the info box to check what else you need to do. How do you earn Kudos? There are four different tasks for you to serve Kudos in the Varrock Museum. The tasks include:Cleaning FindsOrlando Smith's Natural History QuizComplete Assignment for Historian
MinasCompleting Fossil ExhibitionsFor cleaning finds, you can earn 50 Kudos. Meanwhile, answers to questions in Orlando Smith's Natural History Quiz 28 Kudos. There are details of specific missions that you have completed for Historian Minas that will bag you the most, standing at 75 Kudos. Only shortly after it is the completion of
fossil exhibitions, which offer 72 Kudos.Finds can be located in the Dig Site. Once you have completed The Dig Site mission, you will be able to access the site to collect discoveries. You can then make your way to the cleaning area on the southern part of the ground floor of the Varrock Museum. By talking to the archaeologists, you will
be made aware that you must have a trowel, stone pick and a sample brush. You must also wear leather boots and leather gloves equipped. Once you have these parts of the equipment, take them over to the test tables to clean your findings. If you are looking for discoveries, they are located next to Sinco Doar in Dig Site.Even about the
next method offering smaller Kudos, there is an easy way to do so by completing the Natural History Quiz. The questions will be based on the creatures you find throughout OSRS, and you can get started by talking to Orlando Smith. There are exhibitions all over the museum with plaques for you to read. Within these lie the answers, and
players must answer three questions correctly. To answer three correct questions, players will earn 2 Kudos, and there are three questions per exhibition. There are a total of 14 exhibitions and you can also get Slayer and Hunter experience in the process. There is a list of missions for you to complete to earn Kudos, after which you can
go to the second floor speak to the historian Minas. Here you can turn in to serve Kudos as well as antique lamps for added experience. The missions needed to be completed are: Free Missions: Demon SlayerRune MysteriesShield of ArravMembers Quests: A Tail of Two CatsHazeel CultIn Aid of the MyrequeMaking HistoryMerlin's
CrystalObservatory QuestPriest in PerilTemple by IkovThe Grand TreeWhat Located BelowFin Belowally, you can earn Kudos through Fossils. This technique can be done after completing the Bone Voyage mission, which we will discuss later. There are empty exhibition boxes throughout the museum that can be filled with fossils. On
natural history floors you will find a set of stairs. Down here there are several screens you can fill. To do so, players will need a spine, pelvis, skull and a set of both limbs and ribs. There are also plant exhibits that require roots, a branch, a leaf, a fungus and a stump. Each screen gives you 2 Kudos points, as well as additional XP. How
many Kudos do you need access to Fossil Island? Fossil island is located on the northeast side of Morytania. This is a special area for players where they can train their skills. This island is under exploration from the Varrock Museum and is accessible only to members. The island itself is surrounded by several other islands, located
around 13 according to the map found in the House on the Hill cellar. Despite the large number of surrounding islands, one can only be reached except fossil island, which is Lithkren. If you want to access Lithkren, you will find yourself there in the Dragon Slayer II quest during the game. So, if you want to make your way to Fossil Island,
there are a couple of requirements for you to do so. First, players must have completed the Bone Voyage mission. This is a short to medium medium mission, in which curator Haig Halen asks for your help in completing the construction of a barge to transport the members of the Varrock Museum expedition team to the islands beyond. To
start this mission you must have already completed The Dig Site and Druidic Ritual missions. Another requirement is 100 Kudos, so you also need 100 Kudos or more to access Fossil Island. Before this, 153 Kudos will be required to access The Dig Site. Conclusion OSRS Kudos is an important component of the game and can reap
some decent rewards for the areas that it unlocks. By following this guide, you should find yourself donating many interesting items to the museum in no time, as well as gaining access to the coveted Fossil Island. It is worth remembering that you will be required to have a membership to access the island, and by having one there are
many missions for you to earn Kudos points which may be the best option if you want to get precious Kudos. From Old School RuneScape Wiki This quick guide has a thorough guide here. It a more detailed description of dialogue, film sequences and history. Go to the exam center. Ask a examiner for an exam. ( 1) Go to the Varrock
Museum and talk to curator Haig Halen. He'll give you a sealed letter. ( 1) (Optional) Steal a cup of tea from the test number if you do not already have one. (This is a Varrock simple diary claim) Go back to the exam center and talk to a examiner. The chat options don't matter; you will fail the exam anyway. Search the bushes on the map
on (2) until you find a teddy bear. Remove the panning tray (4). Talk to the panning guide and give him a cup of tea. Pan the water on (5) until you find a special cup (scroll through the dialogue if stopped - referred to as Shiny Cup in dialogue). If you need an opal, keep panning until you get one. Steal from the worker on (3), until you get
an expensive skull and sample brush. Drive north to the female student with blond hair and pigtails at the northwest end of the excavation (6), note that there are several 6s on the chart, and give her teddy by talking to her twice. Run east to the student in an orange shirt on (6) and give him the Special cup by talking to him twice. Run
south to the student in a green shirt on (6) and give him animal skull by talking to him twice. Return to a sensor. ( 1•1•3•2) – You should get Level 1 Certificate Talk to all 3 students again. Return to a examiner to take the second exam. ( 1•3•1•2) Talk to all 3 students – the female student will require an opal (available when panning). Talk
to her twice. Return to a sensor for the final exam. ( 1•1•1•3) Search the lockers on the south wall of the west room in the exam center to get a sample jar. Search the closet on the north wall of the west room for a stone pick. If you haven't already, steal a sample brush from the Digsite worker at (3). Equip leather gloves and boots, then
use the trowel on the earth on the chassis in the far right corner (northeast of 7, with a large skeleton) until you get an old talisman. Note: This step may take several minutes, depending on luck. Talk to the archaeological expert in the exam center. Use the invitation on any Digsite worker except that of the Western winch. Use a rope on
the western winch, climb down. (7) north of (3) Pick up an arcenia root to the north or west of the rope, search the rocks (bricks) to the east near the skeletons, and then climb back up. If you do not search the stones then Doug Deeping will not have the necessary dialogue option! Go to the second winch northeast, use the rope on the
winch, climb down. (7) north of (6) Talk to Doug Deeping about the stones. ( 4) Climb up the rope. Use the tablet on the archaeological expert. Quest complete! Rewards[edit]
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